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Abstract—While myoelectric pattern recognition is a prevailing
way for gesture recognition, the inherent nonstationarity of
electromyography (sEMG) signals hinders its long-term appli-
cation. This study aims to prove a hypothesis that morphological
information of muscle contraction detected by ultrasound image
is potentially suitable for long-term use. A set of ultrasound-
based algorithms are proposed to realize robust hand gesture
recognition over multiple days, with user training only at the
first day. A markerless calibration algorithm is first presented
to position the ultrasound probe during donning and doffing;
an algorithm combining speeded-up robust features (SURF)
and bag-of-features (BoF) model being immune to ultrasound
probe shift and rotation is then introduced; a self-enhancing
classification method is next adopted to update classification
model automatically by incorporating useful knowledge from
testing data; finally the performance of long-term hand gesture
recognition with zero re-training is validated by a six-day
experiment of six healthy subjects, whose outcomes strongly
support the hypothesis with about 94% of gesture recognition
accuracy for each testing day. This study confirms the feasibility
of adoption of ultrasound sensing for long-term musculature
related applications.

Index Terms—Ultrasound image, hand gesture recognition,
probe position calibration, speeded-up robust features, bag-of-
features, classifier self-enhancing.

I. INTRODUCTION

MYOELECTRIC pattern recognition is a prevailing way
for gesture recognition and has been extensively stud-

ied for decades [1], [2]. However, due to the inherent non-
stationarity of the surface electromyography (sEMG) signals,
current myoelectric control algorithms need to be retrained
daily during multi-day use, which is annoying to the users and
results in a lower user acceptance. For the sake of short or zero
user re-training over multi-day use, some adaptive learning
schemes have been proposed to overcome the time-varying
characteristic of the sEMG signals [3]–[7]. Yet, so far, the
long-term performance of myoelectric control interface is still
undesirable.

As a morphological manifestation of functional muscle
contractions, forearm ultrasound image has been regarded as
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an alternative to sEMG signals for the application of human-
machine interface (HMI) [8]–[19]. Different from sEMG sig-
nals, it is potential to be a kind of stationary signal that may be
suitable for multi-day use. It has been reported that ultrasound-
based HMI performed well in finger [8]–[11], [20] and wrist
motion recognition [12], [13], wrist extension angle [20] and
metacarpophalangeal joint angle prediction [14], [15], and
fingertip force estimation [16]–[18]. Moreover, some compari-
son analyses demonstrated that the performance of ultrasound
image was better than sEMG, in the application of wrist [20]
and finger flexion detection [11] as well as dexterous gesture
recognition [11]. In addition, some robustness issues that
affected the performance of ultrasound-based HMI have been
addressed and overcome, such as limb position change [12]
and ultrasound probe shift [13], [15]. Nevertheless, whether
ultrasound-based HMI can be robust against multi-day use
without daily re-training, in which probe shift and donning
and doffing are inevitable, remains uncertain and worth to be
evaluated.

This paper gives priority to realize robust hand gesture
recognition over multiple days via ultrasound, with user train-
ing only at the first day. Moreover, no marker was used to
position the ultrasound probe during donning and doffing. To
achieve this aim, a solution including image matching for
probe position calibration, speeded-up robust features (SURF)
and bag-of-features (BoF) model for feature extraction, and
classifier self-enhancing for model adaptation was proposed
and verified [7], [21], [22]. This solution was grounded on an
empirical assumption that the ultrasound image on a specific
location of the forearm rarely changed over time. Accordingly,
the original position of the ultrasound probe could be recorded
by corresponding ultrasound image while keeping a fixed hand
gesture. Whenever the probe was removed and re-donned, an
image matching algorithm could be applied to calibrate the
probe position. This step is crucial to the whole solution,
since overlarge probe shift will deteriorate the performance
of proposed algorithm dramatically [12], [15].

No matter how effective the position calibration algorithm
works, slight probe shift and rotation would occur during
multi-times donning and doffing, which would cause inevitable
image shift and rotation. Therefore, a feature robust against
image shift and rotation is urgently needed. In computer
vision, scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) proposed by
Lowe [23] and speed up robust features (SURF) proposed by
Bay [21] are popular methods to extract features invariant to
scale, rotation, and illumination changes of image [21], [23],
[24]. Considering the superiority in computation speed and the
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robustness against image noises, the SURF was adopted in this
paper [25].

Since SURF features are usually of too high dimensionality,
the BoF model was applied to reduce the feature dimension
[26], [27]. Originating from bag-of-words (BoW) model for
natural language processing [28], the BoF model has been
applied in visual classification, where image keypoint features
were treated as ”words” [22]. Through clustering of keypoint
features from training images and mapping the keypoints’
features to corresponding cluster centers for each image, we
can describe the image as a BoF vector according to the
assigned feature numbers of each cluster center.

As probe shift during donning and doffing will cause slight
variation of captured ultrasound images day by day, training
classifier only with data from the first day seems unreasonable,
and the classifier need to be recalibrated with new data to
adapt to the variation of the ultrasound image. To achieve this
goal without user re-training, a self-enhancing classification
method that updates classifier parameters using testing data
and corresponding predicted labels was adopted for improving
the multi-day classification performance [5], [7].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces the experiment setup. Section III describes the
algorithms for probe position calibration, feature extraction
and classifier self-enhancing. Experimental results and further
discussion are presented in Section IV and V. The last section
gives a conclusion of this study.

II. EXPERIMENT SETUP

A. Subjects and Hand Gestures

Six able-bodied subjects (all males, aged 23-26) volun-
teered for this experiment. None of them had neurological or
muscular disorders. Before participation, all of them received
a detailed description of the experiment and signed the in-
formed consent. This procedure was accorded with the SJTU
School Ethics Committee and the declaration of Helsinki.
Six commonly-used hand gestures were performed in the
following experiment, including hand open (HO), single finger
flexion (SF), fine pinch (FP), tripod grasp (TG), index point
(IP), and fist (FS) [29].

B. Data Acquisition

A clinical B-mode ultrasound system (DP-50, Mindray,
China) with a 38 mm, 7.5 MHz central frequency linear
probe (75L38EA, Mindray, China) was used to capture the
ultrasound signals from the forearm. To transfer the data to
the host, a commercial video capture card (TC-540N1) was
applied and the frame rate was set to 25Hz. The probe was
fixed on the middle portion of the forearm, with a 3D-printed
cuff and strap. For the best view of the finger-related muscles,
its inspection direction was perpendicular to the ulna [12].
Standard ultrasound gel was filled between the probe and skin
to enhance the propagation efficiency of the ultrasound signals.
During data acquisition, the subjects were asked to sit in front
of a computer, with the forearm on the table and palm facing
upwards (Fig. 1.).

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for data collection and probe position calibration.
In the upper-right subgraph, from left to right, the hand gestures are hand
open (HO), single finger flexion (SF), fine pinch (FP), tripod grasp (TG),
index point (IP), and fist (FS). The scrollbar is used to prompt current hand
gesture, and the position calibration coefficient is displayed real-timely with
blue line. The value of the calibration coefficient ranges from 0 to 1, and a
larger value represents a better calibration effect.

C. Experimental Protocol

In this multi-day experiment, an image matching algorithm
was used to position the ultrasound probe during donning and
doffing instead of using markers. Hence, for each subject, the
ultrasound image during natural hand open state was recorded
on the first day. Whenever the probe was removed and re-
donned, the wearing position was calibrated and adjusted
by comparing the current ultrasound image with previously-
recorded one, under the same hand open condition.

After recording/calibrating the wearing position of the ul-
trasound probe, the subjects were instructed to perform above-
mentioned six hand gestures sequentially. The experiment
lasted six days in total, and the interval between two days’
experiment was about 24 hours. For each day, there were
two sessions of experiment, and each session consisted of
five repeated trials. In each trail, the subjects were required
to perform each motion for 5 seconds, and only the data from
the middle 3 seconds was analyzed. In order to avoid fatigue,
there was a 10 seconds of rest between two adjacent trials.

On the first day, after recording the probe position and
training for one session, the probe was removed and re-
donned again (with position calibration) for another session of
experiment. In the remaining five days, one session with probe
position calibration and one session without were performed,
in order to evaluate the significance of the position calibration
algorithm.

III. METHODS

A. Position Calibration

The basic idea of the probe position calibration is to com-
pare the current ultrasound image with previously-recorded
one for each subject, under the natural hand open condition.
For the sake of fast calibration, normalized correlation coef-
ficient algorithm was applied to evaluate the similarity of the
images, which can be computed as
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where A and B are the average gray values of the current
and previously-recorded ultrasound images. m and n are the
number of rows and columns of the images. The correlation
coefficient r ranges from 0 to 1, and a larger r represents
a better image similarity. During position calibration, the
coefficient r was calculated and displayed on the screen in
real-time (Fig. 1). Empirically, the threshold of calibration
completion was set to 0.6.

B. Feature Extraction

Bag-of-features model was applied for the feature extrac-
tion, which has been successfully used in the field of object
recognition, scene recognition and hand gesture recognition
[22], [26], [27]. This approach comprised of several steps:
key-point selection, key-point feature description, clustering
for codebook construction, and vector quantization for feature
extraction [30]. Each step will be thoroughly explained as
follows.

1) Image Preprocessing: There are some common patterns
in the raw ultrasound images, such as the information be-
tween the skin and underneath fatter layer. These information
was consistent across different motions for all subjects and
should be removed firstly. Additionally, the size of ultrasound
image influences the computational efficiency considerably,
and appropriately reducing the image size would improve the
real-time performance. Hence, preprocessing including image
normalization, image clipping and image resizing was carried
out before feature extraction.

The size of the original ultrasound image was 324×240
pixels. After clipping the meaningless information between the
skin and fatter layer (the first row to the 30th row), the size
changed to 324×210 pixels. After image resizing (by nearest-
neighbor interpolation), the image turned out to be 90×60
pixels.

2) Keypoint Selection: Two types of keypoint selection
methods were studied in this paper, including dense grid
based method and edge points based method. SURF algorithm
was not adopted for keypoint detection, since few keypoints
could be found by this means. For dense grid based method,
the ultrasound image was segmented evenly with uniformly-
spaced grid, and each cross point of the grid was noted as a
keypoint, which had been proven effective in previous research
[31], [32]. The grid step was set to 8 × 8 in this paper. For
edge points based method, the contours of the muscles in
the ultrasound image were detected by the Canny algorithm
[33] and noted as keypoints, by which the contraction and
deformation of the muscles could be inspected. Fig. 2 shows
an illustration of the two kinds of keypoint selection method.

3) Feature Description: No matter how effective the po-
sition calibration algorithm is, slight probe shift and rotation
would occur during multi-times donning and doffing, which
would cause inevitable image shift and rotation. To solve

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. An illustration of two kinds of keypoint selection method. (a) Dense
grid based method. (b) Edge points based method.

this problem, a feature descriptor that is robust against im-
age shift and rotation is urgently needed. Speeded-up robust
features (SURF) was therefore applied in this paper, which
was immune to scale, rotation and illumination changes of
the image [21]. Moreover, it was insensitive to the random
noises corrupted in the image [25]. For detailed explanation
of the SURF please refer to [21], [25]. Notice again, the SURF
algorithm was used to calculate the feature descriptors of the
keypoints but not for keypoint detection.

4) Cluster and Vector Quantization: After selecting the
keypoints and calculating their feature descriptors, all the
feature descriptors of the training images were gathered for
clustering and building the visual codebook. The number of
the cluster center is noted as the codebook size, and each
cluster center is regarded as a visual word contained in the
codebook. k-means clustering algorithm was used in this
paper. Since the selection of initial cluster centers influenced
the computation time and algorithm stability considerably, k-
means++ algorithm was applied for choosing the initial values,
by which initial cluster centers could be far away from each
other [34].

The codebook size (number of cluster centers) is one of the
primary parameters of the BoF model. Generally, as codebook
size increases, the performance of BoF model improves. But
overlarge codebook size might cause over-fitting and reduce
the generalization ability of the BoF-model [35] [36]. Empiri-
cally, the codebook size was set to 2000 uniformly for all the
participants in this paper.

Once the visual codebook was built, the feature descriptors
were allocated to the nearest visual words for each ultrasound
image, according to the Euclidean distance. Then, the allocated
feature number of each visual word was counted, and a
frequency histogram was built for each ultrasound image. The
frequency histogram vector, named as bag-of-features vector,
was regarded as the feature vector of the ultrasound image
finally. The process of building a BoF model is shown in
Fig. 3.

The features derived from dense grid based keypoints and
edge points based keypoints were noted as BoF-DG and BoF-
EP hereafter. To prove the superiority of these two features,
the spatial first-order feature applied in our previous work was
regarded as a baseline reference [11].

C. Pattern Recognition

Support vector machine (SVM) classifier was adopted for
the classification, due to its simplicity and robust performance
[37]. Two kinds of training strategies were studied in this
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Keypoint Selection Feature Descriptors  of Keypoints 

from Training images  

K-means ClusteringBag-of-Features Vector 

Fig. 3. The generation of bag-of-features model. The feature descriptors of
all the keypoints from the training images are gathered for k-means clustering.
After clustering, the feature descriptors for each image are allocated to the
nearest clustering centers according to the Euclidean distance, forming a
histogram vector (bag-of-features vector).

paper, with the aim to realize zero user re-training in the multi-
day use (user training only happened at the first day). Training
the classifier with only two sessions of data from the first day
was the first strategy, by which data from subsequent days was
classified. A limitation of this method was that slight variation
of signals over long-term use was overlooked, which decreased
the generalization ability of the classier. To overcome this
problem, another strategy named classifier self-enhancing was
adopted. As shown in Fig. 4, the principle of classifier self-
enhancing was to calibrate pre-trained classifier with testing
data and corresponding predicted labels. Specifically in current
study, the data from the first day was used to train the classifier
initially. Then, the data from the second day was used to
test this classifier and corresponding predicted labels were
returned. Paired with the predicted labels, the data from the
second day was concatenated to the existing training data (data
from the first day), and the expanded data was then used to
update the classifier for subsequent classification. This process
was repeated for all the five testing days to update the classifier
day by day. It is noteworthy that clustering only happened at
the first day during this process, by which following features
were extracted.

Testing 
Data Classifier

Training 
Data

Predicted
Labels

Fig. 4. Block diagram of classifier self-enhancing. The testing data combined
with corresponding predicted labels is applied to update pre-trained classifier.

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

A. Performance of Position Calibration and BoF Model

Fig. 5 shows the inter-day gesture recognition accuracy
for a representative subject when using probe position cal-
ibration or not. Herein, only the data from the first day
was applied for training and the BoF-DG was adopted for
feature extraction. It was found that the average classification
accuracy was improved by 22.5% to 91% with probe position
calibration, comparing to wearing the probe by impression.
Further analysis by paired t-test revealed that this improvement
was statistically significant (p = 0.006), which demonstrated
that the proposed position calibration method was favorable
for the inter-day hand gesture recognition.
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Fig. 5. Inter-day gesture recognition accuracy for a representative subject.
The results are indicated as mean and standard error of the mean (SEM) across
different motions. Last bar represents the average classification accuracy and
SEM for the five days, and the sign * denotes p < 0.01.

A comparison of three kinds of features (i.e. BoF-DG, BoF-
EP and Baseline) is given in Fig. 6, in terms of the inter-day
gesture recognition accuracy. Probe position calibration was
adopted here. It was obvious that the BoF-DG achieved the
best performance against the others, by which the classification
accuracy was always above 87% in the five testing days
(averaged 89.78%). In addition, the BoF-EP outperformed the
Baseline as well, by which an average classification accuracy
of 83.2% could be achieved. Paired t-test showed that the
differences between BoF-DG and BoF-EP (p < 0.001), BoF-
DG and Baseline (p < 0.001), BoF-EP and Baseline were
statistically significant (p < 0.001).
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Fig. 6. Inter-day classification accuracy for three types of feature. Data is
averaged across different subjects and motions, and error bar represents the
SEM.
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TABLE I
AVERAGE CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY (%)

Subject BoF-DG BoF-EP Baseline
A 91.79 84.38 69.24
B 82.56 76.73 56.81
C 92.32 86.50 72.43
D 89.52 85.72 79.90
E 89.65 78.48 80.52
F 92.81 87.36 80.00

AVE 89.78 83.20 73.15

TABLE II
LATENCY OF DATA PROCESSING (MS)

Processing BoF-DG BoF-EP Baseline
Clustering 48.5×103 60×103 -

Feature Ext 13.5 13.3 1.3
Training 417 503 173

Classification 0.098 0.048 0.014

Feature Ext: Feature Extraction

The average gesture recognition accuracy for each subject
is given in Table I, where data is averaged across different
motions and testing days. It was found that the BoF-DG
performed best for all the subjects, but the BoF-EP performed
a little worse than the Baseline sometimes (subject E), which
further proved the superiority of the BoF-DG.

The confusion matrix for each feature is shown in Fig. 7,
where data is averaged across different subjects and testing
days. Overall, for all the three features, the most accurately
classified motion was FS, and the least accurately classified
motion was SF. It revealed that dexterous single finger flexion
was relatively hard to be recognized in the multi-day use,
compared to combined finger motions. When adopting BoF-
DG, the best classification accuracy could be attained for all
the motions. For five of the six motions (except for SF), the
classification accuracy was above 89%.

The latency of the system caused by clustering, feature ex-
traction, SVM model training and classification is summarized
in Table II (Hardware: 3.2-GHz Intel Core i5-3470 CPU, 8-GB
memory. Software: Matlab 2016.). Herein, the two sessions
of data from the first day was applied for clustering and
training. And the feature extraction and classification time
referred to the cost of each image. For a new-coming image,
the processing time (feature extraction and classification) for
BoF-DG, BoF-EP and Baseline method was 13.6 ms, 13.3 ms,
and 1.3 ms, respectively. Despite requirement of longer time,
the BoF-DG could meet the requirement of real-time gesture
recognition, where the feature extraction and classification
time should be less than 300 ms [1].

B. Performance of Classifier Self-enhancing

Fig. 8 shows the average classification accuracy before
and after classifier self-enhancing for three kinds of feature.
For BoF-DG, the classification accuracy was significantly
improved by classifier self-enhancing (p < 0.001), with an
average improvement of 5.1% across five days. Moreover, with
the help of classifier self-enhancing, the average classification
accuracy was above 93.5% for each day and reached to 97.7%
in the last day. On the contrary, there was no significant
difference before and after using classifier self-enhancing for
BoF-EP (p = 0.8) and Baseline (p = 0.9). It was deduced
that performance of classifier self-enhancing depended on
previous classification performance considerably. Once the
initial classification performance was undesirable, like that of
BoF-EP and Baseline, this strategy turned out to be invalid.
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Fig. 8. Average classification accuracy before and after classifier self-
enhancing for BoF-DG (a), BoF-EP (b), and Baseline (c). Date is averaged
across different subjects and hand gestures and error bar represents the SEM.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Methodological Considerations

1) Probe Position Calibration: Fig. 9 shows the variations
of the ultrasound image during large-scale probe shift to-
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Fig. 7. Confusion matrixes for the classification results of three types of features. The column label represents the actual class, and the row label represents
the predicted class. Data is averaged across different subjects and testing days.

wards different directions (1 cm). It was obvious that the
ultrasound image changed considerably under such a large
probe shift. Therefore, to utilize the classifier trained with
data from former days, wearing the ultrasound probe on the
original location is of vital importance, by which more similar
image information could be reserved across multiple days. To
achieve this goal, placing a marker on the original position
is commonly used in previous work [4], [38]. It is reasonable
for some research work but not for practical applications, since
it might cause some inconvenience and discomfort to users.
In this paper, a fast imaging matching algorithm was applied
to position the ultrasound probe during donning and doffing,
according to the ultrasound image under natural hand open
condition. Although its performance was not as accurate as
using markers, course position could be located by this means
with relatively short time.

2) Stationarity of Ultrasound Image: As mentioned above,
we made an assumption that ultrasound image on a specific
location of the forearm was stationary across multi-day use.
The stationarity of ultrasound image was crucial to that the
pre-trained classifier model could be directly used in a new
day. To prove the reasonability of this assumption, successive
six days of forearm ultrasound images for a representative
subject is shown in Fig. 10, where probe position was cali-
brated by above-mentioned algorithm in the last five days. It
was obvious that the ultrasound image changed only slightly in
the six days, which might be caused by the uneven distribution
of the ultrasound gel and tiny ultrasound probe shift. Overall,
as time goes on, the ultrasound image is relatively stationary.
Since the probe was positioned by our proposed algorithm in
this procedure, it also confirmed the effectiveness of our probe
position calibration algorithm.

3) SURF and BoF Algorithm: Although forearm ultrasound
image was stationary over multi-day use, slight image shift
and rotation were inevitable during multi-times donning and
doffing. To alleviate the negative influences of these factors,
SURF was applied to extract features that were immune to
image shift and rotation. Note that the SURF algorithm was
not used for keypoint detection but only for keypoint feature

description in this paper, since few keypoints could be detected
by this means. It might be due to that the resolution and
contract for the ultrasound image were relatively low. For
keypoint selection, dense grid based method and edge points
(muscle contours) based method were utilized. Experiment re-
sults showed that dense grid based method outperformed edge
points based method significantly. This may be attributed to the
fact that dense grid based method provided a comprehensive
description of the whole ultrasound image, but edge points
based method could merely describe the information around
the muscle contours. Furthermore, the contours of the muscles
were too blurred to be detected sometimes, which destroyed
the performance of edge points based method as well.

Since the dimension of the SURF features for an ultrasound
image was somewhat high, bag-of-features model was used to
reduce the feature dimension in this paper. Fig. 11 shows the
relationship between the classification accuracy and number
of cluster centers. For both the BoF-DG and BoF-EP, the
classification accuracy increased with the number of clusters,
while the increment was not significant as the number of
clusters exceeded 1000. Therefore, if the computing resource
is limited, the appropriate number of clusters should be 1000.
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Fig. 11. Relationship between classification accuracy and number of clusters
(codebook size) in BoF model. Data is averaged across different subjects and
motions, and error bar represents the SEM.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 9. Variations of ultrasound image with 1 cm probe shift. (a) Diagram of shift direction. (b) Original position. (c) Shift up. (d) Shift left. (e) Shift down.
(f) Shift right. The regions that change largely are marked with colored curves.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 10. Forearm ultrasound images in successive six days for a representative subject. From (a) to (f), the images were captured from the first day to the
sixth day.

4) Classifier Self-enhancing: To overcome the slight vari-
ation of ultrasound image during multi-day use (caused by
probe donning and doffing), a self-enhancing classification
strategy was adopted to update pre-trained classifier using new
data and corresponding predicted labels, making it adaptive
to the change of ultrasound image. This method performed
well for the BoF-DG but not for the BoF-EP and Baseline
method. It is concluded that this algorithm is sensitive to
previous classification performance. Once the initial classifi-
cation performance is undesirable, this strategy turns out to
be invalid and even causes some adverse effects. According
to [6], updating classifier with high-confidence classification
results might solve part of the problem.

B. Comparison of Related Work

To realize robust gesture recognition in long-term use with
less user re-training, some sEMG related research has been
conducted [3], [4], [7]. Chen et al. proposed a self-enhancing
classifier to classify 10 gestures in 9-11 hours and achieved an
accuracy of above 96% [7]. Comparatively, the classification
performance reported in this study is a little better than ours,
while the duration of this experiment is much shorter (9-11
hours vs. 6 days) and the sensor shift problem during donning
and doffing is not concerned. Liu et al. proposed a domain
adaption method to classify 9 gestures in 10 days and realized
93% accuracy in the 10th day with negligible user re-training
[3]. However, repeated and clumsy re-training was needed in
the first nine days, which is less convenient compared to our
approach, where user training only at the first day. In their
subsequent work, they proposed a common model component
analysis algorithm to classify 13 gestures in six days and real-
ized zero re-training after the fourth day, achieving an accuracy
of about 88% [4]. Compared to our work, more gestures are
considered in their study, but the classification accuracy is
relatively lower (88% vs. 95%). Moreover, the model pre-
training time of their method is much longer than ours (4
days vs. 1 days). Overall, the classification performance of
our method aligns with previous work, with considerably less
amount of user re-training. Another advantage of our method

is that image matching is used to locate the sensor position
during donning and doffing, which is much convenient than
using markers as shown in [3], [4].

C. Applications

The clinical applications of our result are multifarious
and potentially quite wide, including prosthetic hand control,
treatment of neuropathic pain, stroke rehabilitation, etc. As
for prosthetic hand control, the movement intentions of am-
putations are recognized by ultrasound sensing and mapped
to the movement of the prosthetic hand, thus their lost hand
functions could be reconstructed, though in a very incomplete
fashion. Accordingly, by manipulating a real prosthetic hand or
a phantom limb in a visual reality scenario using this approach,
the patient could be given an illusion of a restored limb,
therefore closing back the sensorimotor loop and reducing
the feeling of neuropathic pain [15]. Combined with a visual
reality scenario for motion training, the sensorimotor loop for
stroke patient could be enhanced as well, which is beneficial
for their rehabilitation.

D. Limitations and Future Work

1) Only course position could be located by the probe
position calibration algorithm used in this paper, more elab-
orate, effective and fast position calibration algorithm would
be developed in future, such as image features based image
matching method. 2) The parameters of the BoF model such as
the size of codebook and weights for different visual words are
unified for all the subjects in this paper. Optimizing parameters
for individual subject would be our future focus as well, for
seeking better gesture recognition performance. 3) The self-
enhancing classification method applied in this paper is much
sensitive to previous classification performance. More robust
adaptive learning strategies would be attempted in future. (4)
More image pre-segmentation and feature extraction methods
including deep learning method [39] would also be tried. 5)
Only offline analysis was performed in this study, the real-
time performance of this method would be validated in our
subsequent work.
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a zero re-training method for
realizing robust hand gesture recognition in the multi-day
scenario via ultrasound sensing, and validate it with a six-day
experiment that includes six subjects and six hand gestures.
Results show that nearly 94% of hand gestures could be
recognized robustly in each testing day, with user training
only at the first day and no marker for probe positioning in
subsequent days. This paper demonstrates the feasibility of
adoption of ultrasound-based HMI for the long-term related
application, in the field of prosthetic hand control, remote
manipulation, virtual reality, treatment of neuropathic pain,
stroke rehabilitation, etc.
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